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2023 US IG & HY Sector Strategy Overview

Executive Summary
In conjunction with our 2023 US IG & HY Outlook, we provide an overview of our sector strategy
recommendations. Sector strategy in 2022 proved a challenging endeavor as credit risk and duration risk
weighed similarly on portfolios, an unusual dynamic that drove many to throw out the typical 'risk o�'
playbook.

Heading into 2023, we are constructive on corporate credit as a whole, a�irming our Overweight
allocations to IG and upgrading HY to Overweight from Market Weight in our 2023 US IG & HY Strategy
Outlook. Even so, credit selection, balancing sector nuances and idiosyncratic drivers are likely to drive
portfolio performance amid tighter financial conditions and slowing global growth. Our updated sector strategy
attempts to capitalize on recent dislocations, allowing for a mix of o�ense and defense in portfolios.

We provide an overview of our key sector expectations, including recent changes in recommendations.
For a robust overview of our sector strategy, we provide links to our Sector 'Snapshots', which provide the
CreditSights analyst team's sector recommendations, top picks and pans, key themes and risks for the coming
year, the outlook for fundamentals and new issue and ESG considerations.
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In 2022, credit risk and duration risk weighed similarly on portfolios, an unusual dynamic that drove many to throw
out the typical 'risk o�' playbook. This was particularly true of sector strategy, which proved a challenging
endeavor as many typically 'defensive' sectors faced pressure from long duration profiles or idiosyncratic
headwinds. Other more cyclical sectors, including Energy, HY Transportation and some consumer segments, like IG
retail, posted far greater resiliency than many anticipated heading into an economic slowdown. Technicals also
factored into sector performance as heavy new issue supply, particularly in Financials/the Big 6 Banks, weighed
heavily on spreads.

Heading into 2023, we are constructive on corporate credit as a whole, a�irming our Overweight allocations to IG
and upgrading HY to Overweight from Market Weight in our 2023 US IG & HY Strategy Outlook. Even so, credit
selection, balancing sector nuances and idiosyncratic drivers are likely to drive portfolio performance amid tighter
financial conditions and slowing global growth. Our updated sector strategy attempts to capitalize on recent
dislocations, allowing for a mix of o�ense and defense in portfolios.

For a robust overview of our sector strategy, we provide links to our Sector 'Snapshots', which provide the
CreditSights analyst team's sector recommendations, top picks and pans, key themes and risks for the coming
year, the outlook for fundamentals and new issue and ESG considerations.

2023 Sector Snapshot: US Consumer

2023 Sector Snapshot: US Energy & Basics
2023 Sector Snapshot: US Financials
2023 Sector Snapshot: US Industrials & Transport.
2023 Sector Snapshot US Real Estate & Homebuilders
2023 Sector Snapshot: US TMT
2023 Sector Snapshot: US Utilities
US Investment Grade Sector Strategy

https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483443
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483365
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483366
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483364
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483367
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483369
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483440
https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483427
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In US IG, sector performance was heavily influenced by technical factors in 2022, specifically sector duration and
issuance volume. This was particularly true of the Big 6 Banks, which produced a third consecutive year of very
heavy new issue supply, weighing on spreads amid elevated new issue concessions. Despite strong Energy
fundamentals and relatively modest spread widening, the sector's long duration profile (7.5 years) weighed on
returns. Other sectors faced fundamental challenges with Media and Real Estate underperforming amid secular
pressures and tighter financial conditions. Our IG sector strategy identifies opportunities driven by some of the
more technical considerations that factored heavily in 2022, while also identifying opportunities for fundamental
improvement.

We are upgrading Basics to Outperform as we have a constructive view on many of the subsectors including
Chemicals, Metals and Mining and Forestry and Paper. While Basics is typically a highly cyclical sector, the recent
widening in spreads and concerns around economic headwinds are generally balanced by very strong credit
profiles and valuations that are well above the broader IG market. We are also maintaining our constructive view
on Financials, specifically the large US Banks and Financial Services (aircra� lessors), as we anticipate a mix of
improving technicals and stable fundamentals to support spreads.

We have also recently downgraded a handful of IG sectors to Market Perform. These include IG Capital Goods,
Consumer Goods, Energy and Leisure. While most of these sectors are still in good shape fundamentally, some, like
Energy, are pivoting away from continued balance sheet improvement, while others, like Consumer Goods, trade
well inside the broader IG market and provide less opportunity for outperformance. We are maintaining Market
Perform recommendations on a number of other sectors, including Utilities, Transportation, Technology, Real
Estate (REITs), Media, Health Care, Environmental and Autos.

Our only Underperform recommendations in IG are for Regional US Banks and Retail. The Retail sector started to
show signs of fundamental strain earlier in 2022, but the sector fared well in the IG market as many of the largest
constituents are higher rated companies with sound balance sheets. The potential for continued headwinds as
consumer spending shi�s further away from goods combined with very tight spreads and low yields merits a
cautious view of the sector overall.
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US High Yield Sector Strategy

Given the wide mix of issuers in the HY market, constructing a cohesive sector strategy can o�en prove challenging
as one or two stressed names can materially skew aggregate valuations and performance profiles. We attempt to
capitalize on dislocations in challenged sectors, like Telecom and Health Care, while also maintaining a more
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neutral view of some super cyclicals, like Basics, given less compelling relative value. Given our upgrade of HY to
Overweight, we are less constructive on some more traditionally defensive sectors and those where structural
challenges are likely to persist or intensify.

With our outlook, we are upgrading two of the hardest hit sectors this year, Telecommunications and Health Care,
to Outperform. While we are cognizant that some headwinds remain, particularly in Health Care, the mix of
valuations and potential recovery in 2023, especially for secured paper, creates a compelling opportunity. We are
also remaining constructive on the Energy sector as it should benefit from rising star upgrades, limited new issue
and still supportive commodity prices. Similarly, we are maintaining our Outperform recommendation on HY
Transportation, a trade that performed well in the recovery of 2022 and should continue to o�er attractive ratings
momentum given limited issuance and strong cash profiles.

We have a more balanced view of some cyclical sectors, including Autos, Basics, Capital Goods (A&D),
Homebuilders and Retail. Each of these sectors are facing headwinds from slowing global growth, persistent
supply chain disruptions, shi�ing consumer sentiment and tighter financial conditions. Given the mix of
constituents in these sectors, we see the risks as more balanced and view valuations, in aggregate, as enough to
put cash to work in higher quality/carry type opportunities. We also have a market perform recommendation on
HY Utilities, typically a very defensive sector that has performed fairly well in 2022, but trades tight of the broader
index.

Finally, we are downgrading our recommendations on a handful of sectors to Underperform, these include
Consumer Goods, Media and Technology. These downgrades are generally driven by fundamental concerns as
leverage metrics are set to rise for some of the largest issuers, especially in Consumer Goods, while operating
challenges will persist, or even accelerate, in 2023 for both Media and Technology.
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This Report is for informational purposes only. Neither the information contained in this Report, nor any opinion
expressed therein is intended as an o�er or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or as
personalized investment advice. CreditSights and its a�iliates do not recommend the purchase or sale of financial
products or securities, and do not give investment advice or provide any legal, auditing, accounting, appraisal,
valuation or actuarial services. Neither CreditSights nor the persons involved in preparing this Report or their respective
households has a financial interest in the securities discussed herein. Recommendations made in a report may not be
suitable for all investors and do not take into account any particular userʼs investment risk tolerance, return objectives,
asset allocation, investment horizon, or any other factors or constraints.

Information included in any article that includes analysis of documents, agreements, controversies, or proceedings is
for informational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice. No attorney client relationship is created between
any reader and CreditSights as a result of the publication of any research report, or any response provided by
CreditSights (including, but not limited to, the ask an analyst feature or any other analyst interaction) or as the result of
the payment to CreditSights of subscription fees. The material included in an article may not reflect the most current
legal developments. We disclaim all liability in respect to actions taken or not taken based on any or all the contents of
any research report or communication to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Reproduction of this report, even for internal distribution, is strictly prohibited. Receipt and review of this research
report constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions,
conclusion or information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations or estimates) without
first obtaining express permission from CreditSights. The information in this Report has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable; however, neither its accuracy, nor completeness, nor the opinions based thereon are
guaranteed. The products are being provided to the user on an “as is” basis, exclusive of any express or implied
warranty or representation of any kind, including as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, or merchantability or
fitness for any particular purpose of the report or of any such information or data, or that the report will meet any userʼs
requirements. CreditSights may issue or may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with or may reach di�erent
conclusions than those represented in this Report, and all opinions are reflective of judgments made on the original
date of publication. CreditSights is under no obligation to ensure that other reports are brought to the attention of any
recipient of the Products.
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CreditSights Risk Products, including its Credit Quality Scores and related information, and discontinued products, such
as CreditSights Ratings, are provided by CreditSights Analytics, LLC. CreditSights Limited is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). This product is not intended for use in the UK by retail clients, as defined by the
FCA. This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where
such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.

Certain data appearing herein is owned by, and used under license from, certain third parties. Please see Legal Notices
for important information and limitations regarding such data. For terms of use, see Terms & Conditions.

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this report contact CreditSights at legal@creditsights.com
(mailto:legal@creditsights.com).
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